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ABSTRACT
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations have been performed to investigate the adsorption of
hydrogen (H2), nitrogen (N2) and carbon monoxide (CO) diatomic gaseous molecules at the surface of Li+

contained C16B8P8 fullerene–like nanostructure (Li+@C16B8P8). The evaluated results from the optimized
structures indicated that the adsorption processes could be taken placed for the interacting gas and
fullerene systems. Moreover, the electronic properties indicated that the electrical conductivities of Nano
Clusters systems are changed after the adsorption processes, in which it could be a signal for detection or
sensing of the existence of the gas in the environment. These changes lead to declining the HOMO/LUMO
gap of the Fullerene–Like Nano Cage to its original value.   As a finding of this work, it could be mentioned
that the Li+@C16B8P8 fullerene–like nano cage could be considered as a suitable adsorbent for the CO, N2

and H2 gaseous. It means that the utilized Li+@C16B8P8 Fullerene–Like Nano Cage can detect the existence
of gas in the environment.
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Introduction
Hydrogen (H2), the third most abundant element
on the earth, shows its potential of covering
necessary energy for the mobile industry [1].
However, The cost–effective use of this alternative
energy resource is not an easy task [2] where the
main difficulty is to find materials which can store
H2 with large gravimetric and volumetric densities.
Meanwhile, operating under ambient
thermodynamic conditions is another issue that
has to be considered carefully [3]. Nitrogen (N2) is
also available and applicable gas which its storage
and purification are almost problematic [4]. By the
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discovery of nanotechnology in recent three
decades, nanostructures have been utilized as the
storage materials for gases with different
applications [5]. Not only do the novel structural
features of  nanostructures such as high
surface/volume ratio have significant implications
concerning energy storage [6] but also, practical
use of nanostructures to remove unwanted gases
from the environment has attracted the attention
of most researchers [7]. Carbon monoxide (CO) is
an underlying cause of air pollution which has
harmful effects on the human body’s health.
Therefore, introducing optimum methodologies
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and materials for detection and removal of CO
from the atmosphere of industrial cities with high
CO outputs is highly demanded [8]. Previous
studies have been demonstrated that the
nanostructures could be employed to store and
also remove gas activities [9–15]. In comparison
with pure carbon–based nanostructures, other
non–carbon–based fullerene–like and tubular
Nano–structures or decorated Nano–carbons
could be expected as active materials for specific
adsorptions of various gases [16–21]. Existence of
boron/phosphorous (BP) ring nanostructures with
refractory semiconducting behavior has been
earlier investigated and reported [22]. The strong
covalent bonds in the most stable zinc blende
structural phase make the BP nano ring a
promising material for electronic devices working
under such difficult conditions as high

temperatures or destructive environments [23].
Hence, making a decorated nanostructure with
characteristic behaviors was proposed in the
implementation of BP nano ring in the fullerene.
Moreover, application of lithium ion (Li+) in the
fullerene structures could induce specific
characters for the resulted structure [24–25]. In
this study, first principle calculations have been
performed for fullerene to investigate adsorptions
of diatomic H2, N2 and CO gas molecules on the
surface of the Li+@C16B8P8 fullerene like
nanostructure (Fig. 1).  All of these gaseous
molecules have high practical interests in
industrial, environmental, and energy aspects.
Introducing a proper sensing fullerene–like
material for detection and storage of diatomic H2,
N2 and CO gases with high selectivity and
efficiency is the main purpose of this study.

Fig. 1. Optimized geometries of C16B8P8 and Li+@C16B8P8 fullerene–like nanostructures.

Materials and Methods
All calculations of this work are performed by
using the M06–2X, DFT method, Due to the
dispersion properties and weak interactions by the
6–311G(d,p) [26] level of theory as implemented
in a locally modified version of the GAMESS
program [27]. The models of study include
individual H2, N2, CO and Li+@C16B8P8 molecules
and combinations of each of gases and

Li+@C16B8P8 fullerene–like nanostructure.
Optimized geometries, natural bond orbitals
(NBO), molecular electrostatic potentials (MEP),
densities of states (DOS), frontier molecular
orbitals (FMO) analyses, and energies are
evaluated for all models at the mentioned
theoretical level (Table 1). The adsorption energy
(Ead) is obtained using eq. (1).
Eads= E(Gas+Fullerene) – E(Gas) –E(Fullerene) (1)
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Fig. 2. The HOMO and LUMO 3D shapes of the
Li+@C16B8P8 fullerene–like nanostructure.

Results and Discussion
The geometries of C16B8P8 fullerene–like
nanostructure were optimized and then the Li+ ion
was added to the center of fullerene to construct
Li+@C16B8P8 for reoptimization. It should be noted
that the structure of Li+@C16B8P8 is more stable
than the C16B8P8. The optimized structures for
both of C16B8P8 and Li+@C16B8P8 fullerene–like

nanostructures are shown in panels A and B of Fig.
1. In contrast to the original carbon fullerene, the
fullerene–like nanostructure of this work consists
of four different atomic types which are the
primary constructing C, B and P atoms and the
centralized Li+ ion in the fullerene. Energy gap (Eg)
of the Li+@C16B8P8 nanostructures calculated was
about 3.62 eV, showing a semiconducting
character. As it has indicated in Fig. 2, the highest
occupied and the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbitals (HOMO and LUMO) of the Li+@C16B8P8 are
localized on the B, C, and P atoms, respectively,
which shows that the B atoms could act as
electron deficient centers towards the electron
donor molecules.

Table 1: Adsorption energies (Eads), net partial charges (QT) on small gaseous molecules, HOMO–
LUMO energy gaps (Eg) of mentioned systems (Fig. 1).
Configuration Eads (eV) QT Eg (eV) ΔEg (eV) a

A — — 3.68 —
B — — 3.62 —
C –0.76 0.429 3.60 0.011
D –0.11 0.022 3.62 0.001
E –0.03 0.004 3.61 0.004
F –0.12 0.032 3.61 0.004
a The changes of Eg of nanostructure upon the adsorption process.

3.1. Small molecules adsorption
Diatomic gaseous molecules of H2, N2 and CO were
chosen as targets to adsorb on the surface of the
Li+@C16B8P8 fullerene–like nanostructure. Full
structural optimizations were carried out for
individual and complex structures to examine the
energies, equilibrium geometries, and electronic
properties. For each of gaseous molecules,
numbers of orientations at different atomic sites
(C, B, and P) of Li+@C16B8P8 nanostructure were
considered to explore the best intermolecular
geometries of adsorption processes. After doing
calculations of full relaxation, the obtained stable
configurations, which are corresponding to
minimum energies with equilibrium nanostructure

gas distances, are defined as the center to center
distance of nearest atoms between the
nanostructure and the small gaseous molecules
(Fig. 1). More details about the values of Eads, NBO
charge transfer (QT) [28] and ΔEg (change of Eg of
nanostructure upon the adsorption process) are
listed in Table 1. In the next step, we explore the
adsorption of small gaseous molecules one by one.

3.2. CO adsorption by the nanostructure
All possible adsorption configurations of the CO
gaseous molecule at the surface of Li+@C16B8P8

fullerene–like nanostructure were investigated to
understand the correct interaction process
between the two molecular counterparts. After
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full optimizations, two perpendicular
configurations of CO to the nanostructure were
found as the most stable ones. (1) The C head of
CO is close to the B atom of the nanostructure
(Configuration A, Fig. 1C). (2)The O head of CO is
close to the B atom of the nanostructure
(Configuration B, Fig. 1D). According to the
information of Table1, for configuration A, Eads and
the interaction distance are –0.76 eV and 1.55 Å,
respectively, which accompanied with a charge
transfer of 0.430 |e| from CO to the nanostructure
.For configuration B, Eads and interaction distance
are –0.11 eV and 2.93 Å, respectively, were
accompanied with the charge transfer of 0.22 |e|

from CO to the nanostructure. Comparing
information of A and B configurations, indicates
that the former configuration is more favorable
than the latter one. Indeed, the calculated MEP
plot for configuration A (Fig. 3A) demonstrates
that the CO molecule acts as an electron donor
versus the electron acceptor nanostructure.
Rationalizing the interactions indicates that the
adsorption of CO by the nanostructure could be
considered as chemical and physical adsorptions
for configuration A and B, respectively. Hence, the
Li+@C16B8P8 fullerene–like nanostructure could be
supposed as a proper candidate for sensing the
diatomic CO gaseous molecule.

Fig. 3. Calculated molecular electrostatic potential surfaces for (A) CO adsorbed on the Li+@C16B8P8 from its C atom
and (B) H2 adsorbed on the Li+@C16B8P8 from its H atom, and (C) N2 adsorbed on the Li+@C16B8P8 from its N atom.
The surfaces are defined by the 0.0004 electrons/b3 contour of the electron density. Color ranges, in a.u.: blue,
more positive than 0.050; red, more negative than –0.050and green neutral.

3.3. H2 adsorption by the nanostructure
Possible configurations of relaxed H2 gaseous
molecule at the surface of Li+@C16B8P8 fullerenes–
like nanostructure have been investigated to find
the best interacting system of two molecular
counterparts. In one of configurations, the H2

molecule was first placed above the B atom, but it
was reoriented into perpendicular to the
nanostructure surface. In other configurations,
placement of H2 molecule parallel to the
nanostructure surface, above the center of
tetragonal and hexagonal rings, were also
examined. After calculating full relaxations, the
most stable complex was obtained with Eads of
–0.03 eV and interaction distance of 2.94 Å (Fig.

1E). In the obtained configuration (Fig. 1E), the
adsorbed H2 axis is parallel to the nanostructure
surface and the H atom is close to the B atom
accompanied by a charge transfer of 0.004 |e|
from the H2 to the nanostructure (refer to Table
1). The obtained information revealed that H2

gaseous molecule could be detected by the
Li+@C16B8P8 fullerene–like nanostructure through
physical adsorption.

3.4. N2 adsorption by the nanostructure
The N2 gaseous molecule was placed on the
surface of Li+@C16B8P8 fullerene–like
nanostructure in different orientations to find the
optimal adsorption conditions. The most favorable
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configuration of N2 on the nanostructure is shown
in Fig. 1F. The interactions between B atom of the
nanostructure and N atom of N2 molecule, after
calculations full relaxation, yielded – a
configuration with the perpendicular alignment of
adsorbed N2 on the nanostructure surface. Within
this process, Eads= –0.12 eV and interaction
distance= 2.96 Å have been obtained. The

interaction between two molecular counterparts
caused a charge transfer of –0.032 |e| from N2 to
nanostructure (refer to Table 1). The interaction of
N2 with nanostructure is localized on the B atom
with a physical adsorption condition. From all
discussions up to now, it could be concluded that
the adsorption energy favorability is in order of
CO>N2>H2, regarding the most stable complexes.

Fig. 4. Calculated density of states for pristine C16B8P8 cluster (A), Li+@C16B8P8 cluster (B), CO@cluster(i) (C) ,
CO@cluster(ii) (D), H2@cluster (E), N2@cluster (F).

3.5. Density of states
To verify effects of the adsorption of small
molecules on the cluster electronic properties
electronic density of states (DOS) of the cluster
and adsorbates/cluster complexes were
calculated (Fig. 4). For the configuration B, it can
be found that the DOS near the Fermi level are not
affected by the CO adsorption (Fig. 4 C). So the Eg
of cluster has change upon the CO adsorptions
(ΔEg = 0.011 for the C). Upon the CO adsorption in
the configuration, only intensity of the LUMO
virtual state at level is promoted and no impurity
state is observed in the electron forbidden region
of Eg. Thus, the Li+@C16B8P8 nanocluster can be an
appropriate sensor for CO in configuration C
detection. As depicted the DOSs in Fig. 4, in the
other configurations upon the H2 and N2

adsorption some energy states appear above the
Fermi level so that the Fermi level shifts to lower

energy levels. The Eg of the nanocluster has
change (ΔEg = 0.04 and 0.04 eV in the other
configurations, respectively (Table1). This
occurrence is expected to bring about obvious
change in the corresponding electrical
conductivity because it is well known that the Eg

(or band gap in bulk materials) is a major factor
determining the electrical conductivity of a
material and a classic relation between them is
shown in eq. (2) [29].

–Eg

σ α exp ( ) (2)
2kT

where σ  is the electrical conductivity and k is the
Boltzmann’s constant.
According to eq. (2), the smaller Eg at a given
temperature leads to the higher electrical
conductivity. However, the Eg of CO/cluster
complex is reduced compared to that of the
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pristine cluster. Since the conductivity is
exponentially correlated with a negative value of
Eg, it is expected that it becomes larger with
reducing the Eg. It demonstrates the high
sensitivity of the electronic properties of
Li+@C16B8P8 towards the adsorption of the CO in
configuration C molecule. We believe that the
Li+@C16B8P8 nano–cage can transform the
presence of the CO molecules directly into an
electrical signal, therefore, could be potentially
used in CO sensor devices. However, the
electronic properties of nanocluster are not
sensitive to the presence of CO gas in
configuration D. Hence, it can be deduced that
Li+@C16B8P8 nanocage selectively acts as a gas
sensor device CO configuration C. It is worth to
note that the ability of atomic scale study is an
advantage of computational works to reveal
insightful information about the systems [30–33].

Conclusion
We performed DFT calculations to study the
adsorption of H2, N2 and CO gaseous molecules on
the surface of the Li+@C16B8P8 nanostructure. The
adsorption energies of the most stable states are
calculated to be –0.76eV for CO molecule. In
particular, the Li+@CBP heterogeneous
nanostructure is found to be a good candidate for
applying in sensor devices. Based on the density of
state analysis, it was found that the CO adsorption
could increase the electrical conductivity of the
fullerene–like Li+@CBP and reduce its
HOMO/LUMO energy gap. Thus, the Li+@C16B8P8

heterogeneous nanostructure could be used as a
gas sensor device against the CO molecule.
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